
Introduction to Cognitive Science

Lecture X/XI:
Cognitive neuroscience in action



Neuronal signaling
The main function of neurons: to analyse and transmit information

Signals: chemical (neurotransmitters), physical (eye, ear, skin; 
electrical)

è An action potential arrive at the axons terminals where the 
synapses are located – it initiates the influx of Ca2+ ions

è Small vesicles containing neurotransmitter release it into the 
synaptic cleft

è The transmitter diffuses across the cleft, reaches postsynaptic 
membrane, binds with receptor molecules, initiates changes in 
postsynaptic membrane – depolarization (excitation) or 
hyperpolarization (inhibition)



Neuronal signaling



Neuron's membrane
The neuronal membrane is a bilayer of lipid molecules

It contains receptor molecules and ion channels: actual 
passageways via which ions Na+, K+, Cl‒ might pass.

è Passive (nongated) channels – always open to certain ions

è Active (gated) channels – they can be opened (closed) by 
the stimuli

è Permeability – the extent to which a channel permits ions 
to cross the membrane

è The membrane is selectively permeable – more 
permeable to some ions (K+) than others (Na+, Cl‒)

è In the resting state: more Na+ outside and more K+ inside



Neuron's membrane



Neuron's membrane
Resting state: there is a force of the unequal distribution 

of ions

è Push Na+ inside and push K+ outside

è Selective permeability: K+ are pushed outside

è An electrical gradient arises: the environment 
outside is more positive; the environment inside is 
more negative

è The difference in charge across the membrane is the 
basis of the resting membrane potential

è Now, the neuron has a potential energy that enables 
neuron to generate electrical signals



Neuron's membrane



Electrical conduction
n The current flows across the synaptic membrane and 

it results in current that is passively conducted 
throughout the neuron (electronic conduction)

è It passes through the dendrites and soma of the neuron

è If these currents are strong enough they can trigger 
action potentials in a zone at the axon hillock

è These passive currents depolarize axons membrane, 
causing them to generate a new action potential 
permitting the process to continue down the axon; 
action potential – active membrane process

è The current's strength diminishes with distance from 
the source (short distances communication)



Electrical conduction



Further, stronger
n The resistivity of membrane: insulation

è Myelin increases membrane resistance – action 
potentials need appear only at nodes of Ranvier

è Myelin influences the speed of the signaling 
(expanding diameter)

è Finally, the current in axon should reach the axon 
terminals with synapses...



Methods of neuroscience
n Single cell recording – enables descriptions of 

responses characteristic  of individual elements

è Electrodes placed outside the neuron; computer 
algorithms used to differentiate the activity of neurons

n Lesions the study how behavior is altered by 
selectively removing one or more parts of the brain

è The functions of the neural regions that are connected 
to the lesioned area may be altered

è The lesion may cause the animal (human) to develop 
the compensatory strategy



Methods of neuroscience
n Computer tomography (CT) – an advanced version 

of the conventional x-ray study: CT allows for the 
reconstruction of 3D space from 2D images

è The scanning machine rotates (180°) allowing the 
radiologist to project x-ray beams from all possible 
directions

è The absorbtion of x-ray radiation is correlated with 
tissue density

è CT can identify larger structures
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Methods of neuroscience
n Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) – exploits the 

magnetic properties of organic tissue – certain atoms (esp. 
hydrogen, H) are sensitive to magnetic forces

è In normal state: the orientation of protons in H nucleus is 
randomly distributed

è MRI machine creates a powerful magnetic field

è Radio waves are applied – protons absorb energy, their 
orientation is perturbed

è Radio waves are turned off – the absorbed energy is 
dissipated

è The energy signals are picked up by detectors surrounding 
the head
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Methods of neuroscience
n Virtual lesions – Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS): 

an experimenter can disrupt neural function in a selected  
region of the cortex

è A magnetic field is generated, it passes through the skin 
and scalp and induces physiological current in neurons

n Electroencephalography (EEG): the groups of neurons 
produce electrical potentials large enough to be measured 
by electrodes placed on the scalp

è EEG provides a continuous recording of overall brain 
activity

è How brain activity is modulated in response to a particular 
task:  ERP – event-related potential



Neuroimaging
Basis: changes in metabolism or blood flow in the brain while 

subject are engaged in a cognitive task

n Positron emission tomography (PET): measures local 
variations in cerebral blood flow that are correlated with 
mental activity

è A tracer is introduced into bloodstream; radioactive 
elements (isotopes) are used as tracers (esp.  15O2)

è The isotopes rapidly decay by emitting a positron that 
collides with an electron – two photons are created

è Where there is more blood flow, there will be more 
radiation

è PET measures relative activity



Neuroimaging
PET (right); fMRI (bottom)



Neuroimaging
n Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI): the 

procedure is essentialy identical to MRI, but imaging is 
focused on the magnetic properties of hemoglobin.

è Deoxygenated hemoglobin is more sensitive to magnetic 
field than oxygenated

è The fMRI detectors measure the ratio of oxygentated to 
deoxygenated hemoglobin

è The ratio: blood oxygenation level dependent effect 
(BOLD)

è (somehow paradoxically) the blood draining from a 
neuronal population is more richly oxygenated when the 
population is relatively active than when it is less active



Neuroimaging - summary



Perception
n Our receptors are specializated: eyes respond to the 

photons; 

è Vision – remote sensing

è As light passes through the lens of the eye – the image is 
inverted and focused; it is projected on the back surface of 
eye – the retina

è The deepest layer of the retina: millions of photoreceptors:

è Rods: sensitive to low levels of stimulation

è Cones: require more intense levels of light; they use 
photopigments; they are essential for color vision (3 types: 
red, green, blue); located near the centre of the retina 
(fovea)

è Output processed in the bipolar cells, than ganglion cells 
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Perception
è Axons of the ganglion cells form a bundle – the optic 

nerve

è Before entering the brain the optic nerve splits into 2 parts: 
the temporal (lateral) branch and the nasal (medial) 
branch

è The latter crosses over (at optic chiasm) to project to the 
opposite side

è Once inside the brain each optic nerve divides into 
pathways that differ with respect to where they terminate 
within cortex:

è The retino-geniculate pathway – lateral geniculate nuclei 
(LGN)

è Pulvinar nucleus and the superior colliculus of the 
midbrain


